Business
Retention

diﬀusing the
political and
economic
power of
BIPOC

gap in
generational
wealth

ﬁrst gen
home
buyers

less cash
to put
down

parents don't
give them
money to help
or die and
leave money

pay/job
discrimination
produces
lower paying
job

parents of color
and gens before
were
systematically
prevented from
owning

transfer of
knowledge
from
families

knowledge of knowing
how to run a
business/build
monetary wealth in
capitalist system/this
system passed along
generationally

redlining and
homeownership
roles/practices

Generate
income
through
business
operations

more POC
renters
w/rent
burden

less external
capital
through
banks

less
savings

wealth accumulation
that enables m ore
wealth vs spreading
wealth - headwinds
vs trailwinds

unable
to own

don't want to
loan 100% to a
homeowner, bc in
this system,
"colorblind"
someone has to
policies
take the hit

institutions
to spread
the ﬁnancial
risk

perception
of capacity

incarceration
and free
labor of POC

cronism/
good ol boy
network

Value deﬁned as
"institutional" based on it's
purchase value

existing
wealth
growing
over time

$ inﬂuence
politics -> have
outsized
inﬂuence in
our govt

wealth is
deﬁned by
racism/
capitalism

speciﬁc historic
law preventing
black people from
owning property even as laws say
POC have rights

selfreinforcing
to keep
power and $

extraction of
land and
labor to
build wealth

Claim people have
rights/freedom
but diﬀerent
standards for
whites vs POC

chattel
slavery and
genocide +
reservations

When whites are
successful, they
don't acknowledge
how the system
contributed - boot
straps and
autonomy narrative

displacing
customers

emergencies/
natural
disasters/
gentriﬁcation
by design

personal
wealth

short-termism rely on past
personal history
or hoarding
money

white
greed
fear

fear of black
wealth creation ->
stripping black
wealth (burning it
down, stripping,
riots, policing)

baseline of equity
that has never
been met - for
poor people,
makes it racialized

meaningless
policy

Redevelopment

stimulus/
govt direct
resources
preference

reduced
access to
capital to start
and sustain biz

need a
downpayment

institutions
don't want to
take the risk

larger, whiter
businesses
taking market
share

POC biz
owners have
headwinds to
starting biz

retaining
existing people
and businesses
isn't part of
planning eﬀort

Increasing
rents

rezoning shifts
underlying land
values, driving up
rents and
encouraging
demolition of low
cost spaces

planning
processes don't
take into
account current
POC residents

even when there is
resistance, the system
is self reinforcingexamples: policy,
relationship networks,
institutional policies

intentional use
of gentriﬁcation
as an economic
strategy

increase
taxes

Urban
Renewal

burdensome
zoning
requirements
preferences
large white

scarcity of
"hot
markets"
narrative

regulation
removal

disruptions
beneﬁt folks with
access to Equity,
in particular

trained to think
about thriving
places as white
places - even black
and brown
planners

mostly
white
planners

Mostly
white
developers
and lenders

"larger
is
better"

white
dominant
training/
education

planning was
created to
reinforce
racism/
redlining

proﬁt

older, more
established,
whiter biugger
institutions are
better

associate
ﬁnancial "risk"
as their
deﬁnition of risk

one size ﬁts all
- "proven
models"

Black and
Brown places
starved of
capital and thus
lack precedent

everything is
underwritten
the same

eﬃciency

not
reparations
oriented

cover up for
racism - we
don't really
want to build
poc wealth

operational
ease

cost!

capitalism

racism

racism/
capitalism

White
supremacist
culture

White
supremacist
culture

proﬁt
motivation/
capitalism

